
Artists in Schools 

Residency Title: Narrative Writing Lesson Plans 

Lesson Plan number_1_of __5__  

Title: Narrative Writing using Creative Dramatics 

Subject Areas:  Writing and Theatre 

Grade Level (s): 3rd grade 

Description of Lesson: Students will be introduced to the CLAPS method of writing. 

Time:  45 minutes 

Materials:  CLAPS planning guide provided by the Teaching Artist. Teacher furnish folder for writing, 

paper and pencils.   

Room Setup Description:  Classroom 

Objectives:  

1. Students will be given a solid theoretical understanding of creative writing using the vocabulary: 
character (who), location (setting)(where/when), action (what) and problem (why) and S (solution or 
conclusion) 
2. Students will hear a personal narrative and identify the characters. 
3. Students will act out the narrative portraying the character of their choice. 
4. Students will list and choose the characters for their stories on their CLAPS planning guide. 
5. Students will be taught to create and visualize dramatic situations to use as ideas for writing.  
 

Florida Next Generation Sunshine State Standards: Benchmarks that align to this lesson in the Arts, 

Science, and/or Social Studies.  

LAFS.3.W.1.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences 

a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally 

b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and 

events or show the response of characters to situations 

c. Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order 

d. Provide a sense of closure 

LAFS.3.W.2.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as 

needed by planning, revising, and editing 

LAFS.3.W.3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; 

take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories 

LAFS.3.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) 

and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, 

purposes, and audiences 

TH.3.C.2.2 Discuss the meaning of an artistic choice to support development of critical thinking and 

decision-making skills 

TH.3.H.1.1 Understand how cultural difference are expressed through character, environment, and 

theme 

TH.3.H.2.1 Identify geographical or cultural origins of stories 

TH.3.H.2.2 Create and tell a story, fable, or tale 



TH.3.F.1.2 Arrange classroom furniture to create an environment for a story 

TH.3.O.1.1 Describe how an actor creates a character 

TH.3.S.1.1 Demonstrate effective audience etiquette and constructive criticism for a live performance 

TH.3.S.1.3 Evaluate a performance, using correct theatre terms, and give specific examples to support 

personal opinions 

TH.3.S.3.2 Use information gained from research to shape the creation of a character 

Key Vocabulary:  Narrative, Character, Location (setting), Action, Plot 

Lesson Lead in: How many of you like to do writing?  How many of you like to do acting? 

Steps to Deliver Lesson 
Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Demonstrate CLAP and how it applies to writing 
Introduce the genre of Narratives  
Tell a Narrative 
Identify the characters in the narrative 
Informal performance of the narrative 
Present the CLAPS planning guide  
Students choose the characters for their narrative 
Guided Practice:   
 Students will understand the parts needed to write a narrative.  Students will decide on the characters 
for their narrative and write them on the planning guide.  If time allows they will create sentences 
describing the characters they choose. 
Lesson Closure:  

Teaching artist will review the genre of narrative writing, the CLAPS planning guide and the concept 

learned today: Characters. 

Evaluation/Assessment of Each Lesson: 

The teaching artist will use the following questions to self evaluate the lesson. 
How did the lesson and the concepts introduced go? How did the students react to the acting portion? 
The writing portion?  Did the students achieve the objectives and cited benchmarks? 
Enrichment/Extensions to Lesson: Teaching artist will encourage the classroom teacher to review the 

objectives and benchmarks introduced in the lesson. 

Resources: 

Improvisation of the Theatre by Viola Spolin Northwestern University Press 

Creative Approaches to the Elementary Curriculum Heineman Press 

Creative Drama in the Classroom by Nellie McCaslin Players Press 

The Creative Classroom by Lenore Blank Kelnore Heineman Press 

 

 

Artists in Schools 

Residency Title: Narrative Writing 

Lesson Plan number_2_of __5__  

Title: Creating and describing the location (setting) 

Subject Areas:  Writing and Theatre 

Grade Level (s): 3rd grade  



Description of Lesson: Students will review the concept of Characters used in narrative writing.  

Students will be introduced to the concept of location (setting), where there narrative will take place.  

Students will get their CLAPS planning guide and check their characters. 

Time:  45 minutes 

Materials:  CLAPS planning guide provided by instructor. Teacher will furnish folder for writing, paper 

and pencils.  Nametags for the students. 

Room Setup Description:  Classroom 

Objectives:  

1. Students will be given a solid theoretical understanding of creative writing using the vocabulary: 
character (who), and location (setting) (where and when). 
2. Students will understand how to play “Where am I” by the teaching artist modeling the game for 
them. 
3. Students working in a group will create a scene of a location used in a narrative. 
4. Students will act out their scene of the location given them. 
5. Students will guess what the location is and how the group used descriptive words to act it out. 
6. Students will decide the location of their stories and write sentences to describe that setting using 
their 5 senses. 
Key Vocabulary:  Narrative, Character, Location (setting), Action, Plot.  The 5 senses and how that 

applies to writing. 

Steps to Deliver Lesson 
Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Review the characters they choose for their folktale 
Introduce Location (setting) and why that is important for their folktale writing. 
Model and play “Where am I?” game 
Split the class into groups and give them a location that could be used in a narrative. 
Working as a group they will come up with a scene about that setting, all members must participate and 
have a speaking role. 
Practice their location scene. 
Perform their scenes. 
Class guesses where they were and I will reinforce the clues they saw and heard. 
After all performances, students choose their setting, write it on the CLAPS planning guide. 
 
Guided Practice:   
 Students will write sentences describing their location using elaborations and details. 
 
Lesson Closure:  

Teaching artist will review the genre of narrative writing, the CLAPS planning guide and the concept 

learned today: Location (setting). 

Evaluation/Assessment of Each Lesson: 

The teaching artist will use the following questions to self evaluate the lesson. 
How did the lesson and the concepts introduced go? How did the students react to the acting portion? 
The writing portion?  Did the students achieve the objectives and cited benchmarks? 
 
Enrichment/Extensions to Lesson: Teaching artist will encourage the classroom teacher to review the 

objectives and benchmarks introduced in the lesson. 



                                                     

 

Artists in Schools 

Residency Title: Narrative Writing 

Lesson Plan number_3_of __5__  

Title: Elaboration: Action/Detail writing. 

Subject Areas:  Writing and Theatre 

Grade Level (s): 3rd grade 

Description of Lesson: Students will review the concept of Characters and Locations used in narrative 

writing.  Students will be given the narrative writing guide and write the beginning of their narrative 

introducing well describe characters into their setting.  They will transition from the Beginning to the 

Middle of their paper. 

Time:  45 minutes 

Materials:  CLAPS planning guide provided by Teaching Artist. Teacher will furnish folder for writing, 

paper and pencils.  Nametags for the students 

Room Setup Description:  Classroom 

Objectives:  

1. Students will be given a solid theoretical understanding of creative writing using the vocabulary: 
character (who), and location (setting) (where and when) and Action. 
2. Students will write the Beginning of their narrative introducing the characters into the setting. 
3. Students will create the action of the story (what their characters are doing). 
4. Students will write the transition sentence moving their characters into the Middle of the paper using 
elaboration and details. 
 

Key Vocabulary:  Folktale, Character, Location (setting), Action, Plot. 

Steps to Deliver Lesson 
Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Review the characters they choose for their narrative. 
Review Location (setting) and why that is important for their narrative writing and the sentences they 
have written. 
Write the beginning paragraph of their narrative introducing characters into a well described location. 
Write a transition sentence moving the characters from the beginning into the action of the narrative. 
Choose one students paper to demonstrate how to develop and action/detail chain using elaboration 
and descriptive sentences. 
Act out the story so the students see how the action follows a sequence. 
Students will write 3 action/detail sentences on their writing guide leading up to the plot/problem in the 
narrative. 
 
Guided Practice:   
 Students will write beginning and introduce the action into their narrative. 
Lesson Closure:  

Teaching artist will review the genre of narrative writing, the CLAPS planning guide and the concept 

learned today: Action/detail sentence writing. 

Evaluation/Assessment of Each Lesson: 



The teaching artist will use the following questions to self evaluate the lesson. 
How did the lesson and the concepts introduced go? How did the students react to the acting portion? 
The writing portion?  Did the students achieve the objectives and cited benchmarks? 
                                                      

Enrichment/Extensions to Lesson: Teaching artist will encourage the classroom teacher to review the 

objectives and benchmarks introduced in the lesson. 

 

                                                      

 

 

Artists in Schools 

Residency Title: Narrative Writing 

Lesson Plan number_4_of  5_  

Title: Introducing the Big Moment 

Subject Areas:  Writing and Theatre 

Grade Level (s): 3rd grade 

Description of Lesson: Students will review the concepts of Character, location (setting), Action and be 

introduced to Plot/Problem.   

Time: 45 minutes 

Materials: CLAPS planning guide provided by Teaching Artist. Teacher will furnish folder for writing, 

paper and pencils.  Nametags for the students. 

 

Room Setup Description: Classroom 

Objectives:  
1. Students will be given a solid theoretical understanding of creative writing using the vocabulary: 
character (who), and location (setting) (where and when) and Action (what). 
2. Students will use the Story Mountain as a progress review. 
3. Students will lead the action to a big moment in their stories. 
4. Students will write the plot/problem into their narrative. 
 

Key Vocabulary:  Character, Location (setting), Action, Plot. 

Steps to Deliver Lesson:  

Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Review the characters they choose for their narratives. 
Review Location (setting) and why that is important for their narrative writing and the sentences they 
have written. 
Introduce the Story Mountain and use it to see how Characters, Location and Action/Details lead to the 
Plot/Problem/Big Moment. 
Write a transition sentence introducing the plot. 
Choose one student’s paper to demonstrate how to decide does the plot come from the characters, the 
location or the action the characters are doing.. 
Act out the story, playing “What can Happen” with 3 different outcomes. 
Students write their plot idea on their CLAPS planning guide. 
Guided Practice: Students will write their plot/problem into their narrative. 



Lesson Closure: Teaching artist will review the genre of Narrative writing, the CLAPS planning guide and 

the concept learned today: Plot/Problem/Big Moment. 

Evaluation/Assessment of Each Lesson: 

The teaching artist will use the following questions to self evaluate the lesson. 
How did the lesson and the concepts introduced go? How did the students react to the acting portion? 
The writing portion?  Did the students achieve the objectives and cited benchmarks? 
 
Enrichment/Extensions to Lesson:  

Teaching artist will encourage the classroom teacher to review the objectives and benchmarks 

introduced in the lesson. 

 

 

Artists in Schools 

Residency Title: Narrative Writing 

Lesson Plan number_5_of _5__  

Title: Narrative Story Acting 

Subject Areas:  Writing and Theatre 

Grade Level (s):  3rd  grade 

Description of Lesson: Students will write the Solution/Conclusion of their Story.  Teaching Artist will 

choose 3-4 stories for informal performances. 

Time:  45 minutes 

Materials:  

Room Setup Description:  Classroom 

Objectives:  

Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Students will read and revise their narrative leading to their solution or conclusion. 
Students will write a thoughtful ending to their narrative. 
Students will perform in the student written narratives. 
 

Key Vocabulary: Character, Location (setting), Action, Plot. 

Steps to Deliver Lesson:  

Introduction of the teaching artist, Laura Courter 
Review the characters, location (setting), action, and plot. 
Review Location (setting) and why that is important for their narrative writing and the sentences they 
have written. 
Review the action/detail chain and the introduction of the Big Moment. 
Solve the plot or problem they have introduced in their writing. 
Write the solution or conclusion to their stories using details and elaborations.  Point a strong ending is 
important as a strong beginning. 
Select 3-4 stories to perform for their classmates, teaching artist acts as the narrator. 
Act out the story so the students see how the action follows a sequence. 
Identify the Characters, Location (setting), action and plot of each narrative. 
 
Guided Practice:   



Students will write the solution or conclusion to their narratives. 
Students will perform in a narrative using theatrical techniques and language. 
Lesson Closure: 

Teaching artist will encourage students to use CLAP method of story organization with other skills: 

narrative writing (personal and imaginative). 

Evaluation/Assessment of Each Lesson: 

Students will have written a well organized narrative using details and elaboration to create a personal 
narrative.  
The teaching artist will use the following questions to self evaluate the lesson. 
How did the lesson and the concepts introduced go? How did the students react to the acting portion? 
The writing portion?  Did the students achieve the objectives and cited benchmarks? 
Enrichment/Extensions to Lesson:  

Teaching will encourage students to use the CLAP method of organization with other writing skills: 

narrative (personal and imaginative). 

Teaching artist will encourage the classroom teacher to review the objectives and benchmarks 

introduced in the lesson. 

                                                  

                      

                          


